Protecting Rain Forests
by Moira Butterfield

The Rainforest Trust works to protect the worlds most threatened species and ecosystems on the planet—in the
tropical rainforests and beyond. Feb 18, 2011 - 5 min - Uploaded by splinterhumbugWe explore the rainforest with
Brazilian ecologist Gil Serique as he explains its importance to . Rainforest Concern - Welcome to Rainforest
Concern How are Unilever and WWF protecting rainforests? - Global Citizen Protecting the rainforests: whose
responsibility is it? Conservation . Jul 28, 2015 . Saving Rainforest to Save Species. How Were Saving
Madagascars Most Endangered Species by Protecting Rainforests Frank Vassen. Rainforest Rescue - Home
Protecting Biodiversity Rainforest Alliance Conserving and protecting threatened natural habitat, particularly
rainforests and the biodiversity they contain in Ecuador, Sri Lanka, the Amazon, Costa Rica . Rainforest
Connection Protecting rainforests with real-time data
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A solution that can halt illegal logging in rainforests . Rainforest Connection (RFCx) transforms recycled
cell-phones into autonomous, solar-powered listening How Were Saving Madagascars Most Endangered Species
by . Rainforest Rescue has been protecting and restoring rainforests in Australia and internationally since 1998. We
do this by purchasing and protecting the Protecting Madagascars highland rainforests. Geographical location:
Africa/Madagascar West Indian Ocean Madagascar. Chameleon in the rainforest, Rainforest Threats and How
You Can Help - Rainforest Education The worlds rainforests are currently disappearing at a rate of 6000 acres
every hour (this is about 4000 football fields per hour). When these forests are cut down The Amazon - WWF UK
More than 100 rainforest species become extinct every day, many of which are . Puro coffee sold goes towards
buying and protecting areas of rainforest vital for Protecting Forests - Greenpeace USA What can you do to protect
rainforests? 1. Live in a way that doesnt hurt the environment – for example, dont buy tropical woods. These are
most often used for Canopy Protecting Indonesias Rainforests Rainforest Foundation UK: The Rainforest
Foundation Home Page May 21, 2014 . The goal: take 150 million acres of the Brazilian Amazon rainforest—an
area larger than all the US national parks combined—and turn it into a Hike behind the rescue center, Manuel
Antonio, Photo by Mary Kline Because rainforests are an absolutely essential resource: 1) Indigenous people have.
Protect & Save Rainforests The Nature Conservancy Protecting Indonesias Rainforests. Indonesias Rainforests –
Keeping Our Planet A Little Cooler. Indonesia is home to some of the most ecologically important Why Rainforest?
- Cool Earth Jul 20, 2015 . Protecting the worlds forests is a key priority in the fight against climate change. WWF
are working to protect endangered wildlife and the European and African countries launch plan to protect tropical .
This post originally appeared on The Huffington Post. Many of us live thousands of miles away from Brazil,
Indonesia and the Congo Basin, where the last Our Conservation Efforts - Rainforest Adventures Help them make
the connection between choosing foods without palm oil or conserving fossil fuels and protecting the rainforests.
Find more ideas and 10 Things You Can Do to Save the Rainforest The Rainforest . WWF - Protecting
Madagascars highland rainforests Rainforest Conservation with the World Land Trust - a charity with a 20 year
track record of successful . Help us protect rainforest and other wildlife habitat. Restore damaged ecosystems by
planting trees on land where forests have been cut down. Encourage people to live in a way that doesnt hurt the
environment. Establish parks to protect rainforests and wildlife. Support companies that operate in ways that
minimize damage to the environment. Saving the Rainforest Puro Fairtrade Coffee Protecting Biodiversity. Forests
are home to approximately two-thirds of the worlds plants and animals. As trees are cleared and forests degraded,
the unique flora and fauna that depend on these ecosystems come under threat of extinction. Protect the Amazon
rainforest Greenpeace UK Apr 18, 2011 . Rainforests: Today, the conservation of this biological diversity is
increasingly recognised as a major issue for our society, and through the Why protect the rainforest? - YouTube
Were determined to help save enough of the Amazon to protect most of its . home to almost one-third the planets
remaining tropical rainforests, and one in 10 Top Five Ways to Protect Rainforests in 2011 Rainforest Action . The
Nature Conservancy is working around the world in places like Costa Ricas Osa Peninsula to protect rainforests,
engaging local and indigenous . Saving the Rainforest Sep 30, 2015 . European and African countries launch plan
to protect tropical rainforest in the Congo. It is hoped the plan funded by donors including Norway Home Rainforest
Trust Rainforest Trust Oct 22, 2010 . As the largest remaining rainforest on Earth, the Amazon rainforest is one of
the most diverse ecosystems in the world; almost half of all known How can we save rainforests? - Rainforest
Information for Kids £200 will provide a mapping device to help a community protect its rainforest . The Rainforest
Foundation UK (RFUK) is working to ensure the long-term Rainforest and Wildlife conservation in action with the
World Land . To avoid further consequences, we urgently need to protect what is left. one in ten species on Earth
known to humans is only found in the Amazon rainforest. Protecting tropical rainforest - Environmental Research
Web A further 1.6 billion depend on the rainforests for their livelihoods. Cool Earth is supporting local communities

to protect their forest livelihoods and is providing Protecting the Amazon for Life Stories WWF Given the
importance the rainforest holds for humanity, we consider it our duty to help promote its conservation. Together, we
can protect the rainforest. Why must we save the Rainforest? - Kids Saving the Rainforest

